Form, symmetry and packing of biomacromolecules. I. Concepts and tutorial examples.
The aim of this paper is to relate morphological properties of single biomacromolecules based on molecular enclosing forms indexed by an appropriate form lattice to the symmetry of the crystal where the molecules are periodically packed. Similar to the way in which the 'molécule intégrante' of Haüy permitted a molecular interpretation of the law of rational indices of crystal growth forms, alternative molecular enclosing forms, indexed by a so-called packing lattice, allow one to bridge the gap between form and crystal lattices. In this first part, selected tutorial examples illustrate the validity of the approach and the crystallographic compatibility between molecular and crystal structures. In particular, integral molecular lattices are shown to imply the observed axial ratios between crystal lattice parameters, leading sometimes to surprising results, like a cubic crystal lattice with a unit cell having a trigonal molecular filling with hexagonal enclosing form.